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Introduction 

The province of Mazandaran forms a long belt south of the Caspian 
sea, about 480 km broad and 100 km wide. Except for the littoral strip 
along the coast, which is covered by humid forests, the rest of the 
province is mountainous. The Alborz range forms barriers parallel to 
the coast, while the ridges running down to the sea divide the land into 
a series of valleys open only to the north. The principal ridge is the 
Mazarchub, which separates Mazandaran proper from Tonekabon. 
The latter is bordered on the south by the mountain chain of Alborz 
separating it from the Shahrud valley in Gilan. In central Alborz rises 
in isolation the immense volcanic cone of Damavand, to the east of 
which stand the ranges of Bandepey, Savadkuh, Shahmirzad, Hezar- 
jarib, Shahkuh, etc. 

From the mountains of Mazandaran, some hundred short streams 
run straight down into the Caspian sea. The larger rivers of the prov- 
ince are, from west to east, the Sardab-rud, the Chalus, the Haraz, 
which drains the region of mount Damavand and then runs past 
Amol, the Babol, the Talar, river of Shahi, the Tejen, of Sari, and the 
Neka, which flows from east to west and its valley forms a corner be- 
tween the southern chain and the mountains, which surround the gulf 
of Astarabad (Gorgan) on the north (see, e. g., El2, s. v. "Mazandaran"). 

The old name of Mazandaran is Tabaristan (Tapurist&n in Pahlavi), 
possibly from the ethnonym Ta6irpot/Tapyres (of the classical writ- 
ers), a historical people who occupied mountains north of Komish. 
This people had replaced the Aguap5ot, who were transplanted by the 
Parthian king Phrates I in 76 B. C. E. to the region of Khwar, south of 
Alborz. The Amardoi are believed to have given their name to the 

? Brill, Leiden, 2004 Iran and the Caucasus, 8.2 
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town of Amol (Amul). Mazandaran, as the name of the present prov- 
ince, first appeared in the Saljuq period, along with the older name, 
and had completely substituted Tabaristan by the middle of the Sa- 
favid reign. 

The early Islamic geographers describe Tabaristan as bordering 
Daylam in the west and Gurgan (Gorgan) in the east. The latter fron- 
tier seems to have always run near Tamish(a), on the rive Kerrend, 
where there used to be the wall ofJarr-i Kulbad blocking the narrow 
strip of lowland between the gulf of Astarabad and the mountains. 
The chief towns on the plain were Kalar, Chalus, Natil, Amol, Mila, 
Mamtir (later Barforush (deh) and Babol), Sari, and Tamisha (near 
present Bandar-e Gaz) (Borjian 2004c, idem 2001). 

The province must have been integrated into the Iranian ethno- 
geographical continuum long before we have any detailed historical 
information about it. Yet, since its advent to the historiography of Per- 
sia in the early Islamic times, Mazandaran has demonstrated a distinct 
ethno-cultural identity within the Iranian framework. Mazandaranis, 
for instance, preserved their native calendar and festivals far longer 
than the inhabitants of the plateau, virtually to the present day (Bor- 
jian 2003a). 

No account of any sizeable ethnic impact on Mazandaran has ever 
been reported, except for several Kurdish migrations into the region. 
Numerous localities with the prefix kord-, e.g. Kord-kala, Kord-kheyl, 
Kord-mahalle, Kord-kuy, Kord-abad, Kord-asiab, Kord-koti, Kord- 
mir, Kordichal, are found in Mazandaran and surrounding area.' In 
these toponyms, kord stands either for the ethnonym "Kurd" or, more 
often, as a socionym meaning 'nomad, pastoralist'. The term kord/kurd 
in general is a common denomination of "nomad, shepherd of sheep 
and goat" in Mazandaran and Gilan, as against gdles, which means in 
the same region "shepherd of cattle" (see in detail Asatrian 2001: 48- 
50; idem, 2002: 821). Another term synonymous with the socionym 
kord is il, corresponding to nomads, whether Kurdish or indigenous 
Mazandaranis, as against gel(ek) meaning 'Gilak, sedentary'. Mazanda- 

' The following localities are cited in Farhang-ejoghr&fid'i, 1976: 229-231: (i) Mazandarani- 
speaking Kordabad (in Savadkuh), Kordabad (Nur's Natel), Kordasiab (Savadkuh), Kordkheyl 
(Sari's Esfivard-Shurab), Kordkheyl (Sari's Rudpey), Kordkoti (Amol), Kordkala (Shahi), Kord- 
kala (Babolsar), Kordmahalle (Babol), Kordmahalle (Chahardange), Kordmir (Chahardange); (ii) 
"Gilaki"-speaking Kordkheyl (ChalCis), Kordkheyl (Ramsar), Kordkala (Nowshahr), Kordmahalle 
(Ramsar), Kordmahalle (Nowshahr), Kordmahalle (Kelardasht), Kordichal (Kelardasht); (iii) Per- 
sian-speaking Kordabad (Shahrud, in the province of Semnan), Kordabad (Gorgan's 'Aliabad); 
plus (iv) the following villages in Gorgan, without identifying the language: Kordkuy (between 
Bandar-Gaz and Gorgan) and Kordkuy (formerly Kordmahalle, in the district of Kordkuy). 
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ranis call their language geleki "Gilaki" or, in the eastern highlands, tdti 
"non-Turkic". 

Language and Historical Written Sources 

The earliest mention of the language of Mazandaran, called Tabari, is 
in the early Muslim geographic works. Muqaddasi (or Maqdisi; 10th 
century), for example, notes: "The languages of Komish and Gurgan 
are similar; they use hd-, as in hd-dih and hi-kun, and they are sweet. 
Related to them is the language of Tabaristan, save for its speedi- 

,, 2 ness . 
The historical domain of the language was not much different than 

the present administrative boundaries of the province. On the east it 
extended to the wall at Tamisha, beyond which people spoke the "lJta- 
rd of Astarabad and Persian of Gurgan" (Hudiud al-'Alam: 134). The 
eastern limit of Tabari, however, extended somewhat more eastward 
than where the contemporary language is spoken today; it would 
reached Malat, in which mausoleums of Kiaid rulers of Gilan are lo- 
cated. However, due to several occasions of nomadic influx, the pre- 
sent dialects of western Mazandaran are of a mixed nature (Sotude 
1998: 212; see below). 

Of the living Iranian dialects, Mazandarani boasts the longest 
written tradition, roughly matching that of New Persian. This status 
was achieved in the long reign of the independent and semi-independ- 
ent provincial rulers, commonly known as Ispahbads, during the cen- 
turies after the Arab invasion of Iranian lands.3 The first known work 
in Tabari, extant only in Persian translation, is Marzbdn-nama, com- 
piled in the 10th or at the beginning of the 1th century by Ispahbad 
Marzban b. Rustam b. Shahryar b. Sharvin. The same prince com- 
piled a Tabari divwn called J%Jeki-ndma, about which Tdrix-i Taban'stdn (I: 
137; cf. tr.: 86) states that it was the dastuir-i nazm-i Tabaristdn 'Rule of 
versification in Tabaristan'. The existence in the 1th or 12th century 
of still another versified volume in Tabari, Bavand-nama, may also be 
supposed from the following notice in Tdrix-i Tabaristin (I: 4): "No 
history of Tabaristan is [now] found other than Bdvand-ndma, compiled 
in verses from oral tradition of the public and the village dwellers". 

2 "wa lisanu Qumis wa juddna mutaqdribdniyasta'miluna ilahanyaqu7luina hadih wa hakun wa lahu 
haldwatun wa lisanu ahli Tabaristdn muqdribun lahd illdfi 'ajalihz" (Muqaddasil: 368). 

3 The earliest coins and inscriptions of Tabarestan were in Pahlavi, later substituted by Ara- 
bic and Persian. For inscriptions, see Corpus Inscriptionum Iranicarum 1978. 
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From the golden age of the province yet another work in Tabari, titled 
Sakara 'hunting', is attested in Aawr6z-ndma. 

Despite the loss of the early major works in Tabari, a number of 
poems or individual verses are preserved by means of the Persian 
works connected to Tabaristan. These include two Tabari verses in 
Qabiis-ndma, and 11th century work of Kaykavius b. Iskandar b. QabTis 
b. Vushmgir b. Ziar, who belonged to a ruling dynasty of Gurgan and 
Tabaristan. Edward Browne (1895) cites a number of writers in Taba- 
ri who grouped around Qabuiis but unknown to tazkiras. 

Ibn Isfandiar's Tdrix-i Tabaristdn (13th century), the major histori- 
ography of the province, includes nine verses form Masta-mard (known 
also as Devara-vez), a Tabari poet affiliated with the 1 Oth-century 
Daylamite court (I: 139; tr.: 88); and, of the 12th century, two verses 
from Ispahbad Khvarshed (I: 108; tr.: 61; cf. Awlia'-Allah: 97), one 
verse from Barbad-iJarir-i Tabari (I: 113; tr.: 65; cf. Awlia'-Allah, 14; 
Zahir-al-Din, 65), two verses from Guda-bazo b. Isfahbad 'Ala'-al- 
Dawla Sharaf-al-Muluik Hasan (II: 115), and a verse from the poets of 
Sari responding to a certain Mujir (of Baylaqln?) (II: 97). In addition to 
these, Tdarx-i Tabaristdn cites more Tabari verses (though undated), a 
phrase in prose, and a number of individual words, personal names, as 
well as toponyms. 

The other major histories of the province, Awlia'-Allah Amuli's 
Td7rx-i Riuyan (14th century) and Zahir-al-Din Mar'ashi's Tdfix-i Taba- 
ristdn u Ruydn u Mazandardn (15th century), both based on Ibn Isfandiar, 
also contain valuable data on the language. This includes verses of a 
tagd-i band from Qutb Rtiyani of the 13th century, a verse from certain 
Amir-'All of the 13th century, six verses from the Chulavid Kia Afras- 
yab of the 14th century, four verses from the 'Alid Sayyid 'Abd-al- 
'Azim of the 15th-century, and other sentences and phrases. To these 
one may add other works, such as Mulla Shaykh 'Ali Gilani's Td7ix-z 
Mdzandaran (17th century), which has at least one idiom in Tabari 
(Emadi 1983). 

Moreover, there are six rubd'is labeled tabari in a manuscript of clas- 
sical Persian literature kept in the national library in Paris (Suppl. Pers. 
1817), which were copied by the late Persian scholar Mohammad 
Qazvini in his Mas&'el-eparis'ye (Afshar 2004). 

Sadeq Kia collected and edited all available Tabari fragments from 
various historical sources (1947: 9-20), and proposed tentative transla- 
tion of each (: 225-246). This attempt is further extended in Kia (1943- 
44) and is commented upon by Davoud Monchi-Zadeh (1969), whose 
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intention (stated in a footnote) to publish future articles never materi- 
alised.4 To these one may add short comments of Hammer (1813; a 
half a page) on two Tabari verses in Zahir-al-Din and of 'Emadi 
(1980) on a verse in Qabuisnama. 

Individual Tabari words may be found in other works as well. 
Tuhfat al-Mu'minin of Hakim Mu'min of Tonekabon (17th century) is 
particularly rich in the Tabari flora and fauna (Kia 1947: 20; Kia 
1962). In a number of Persian lexicographical works, particularly 
Farhang-i Anjuman-drd-yi Ndsirn, there are sporadic citations of Tabari 
lexemes (Kia 1947: 20; Samadi 1994). 

Two major translations are available in Tabari. One is a transla- 
tion of Maqdmat al-Harfri, a medieval Arabic work, kept in a single 
manuscript at Malek library in Tehran. It contains 286 folios of text 
and translation, and is conjectured to belonging to the early 13th 
century (Kia 1944). Notwithstanding its linguistic significance, this 
translation has not received any scholarly attention and not yet even 
published. The other document is a dialectal translation of the 
Qur'an, added interlineally to a manuscript that was written no earlier 
than the mid- 17th century and is kept at the library of the Grand 
Lodge in Edinburgh. In a linguistic investigation, Elwell-Sutton (1963) 
places this dialect within the Caspian group, as it has the most in 
common with Gilaki and Mazandarani, "though there are a number 
of features that are not recorded for either of these" (: 111). The text 
yields a vocabulary of approximately 1700 words, of which 600 are 
specifically Caspian (others are Persian). The study of Elwell-Sutton 
includes the historical development of the consonant system (: 112- 
115), morphology (: 115-122), syntax (: 123), and vocabulary (nos. 1- 
74, verbs; nos. 75-320, nouns, adjectives, etc.) (see also the list of 
manuscripts in FVT2002: 2879). Texts have survived also in the dia- 
lect of Gorgan, closely related to Tabari, from Hurtifis, the non-ortho- 
dox sect of gnostic-cabbalistic tendencies founded by Fazl-Allah of 
Astarabad at the end of the 14th century. The documents are pub- 
lished by Huart (1909), based on which a glossary is compiled in 
Vazendme-ye gorgani (Kia 1951). 

The most popular poet of modern Mazandarani is Amir of Pazvar 
(near Babolsar) who lived probably in the 17th or 18th century. His 
lyrical-mystical couplets (dobeytis), known as amiris, are widely recited, 
often as songs, throughout Mazandaran. But due to oral nature of this 

4 One may expect to find additional Tabari studies in the unpublished works of both late 
scholars. 
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literature, the amiris include many supplementary poems said by oth- 
ers. Consequently, amiris should be considered a genre rather than the 
creation of a single poet. In any case, the poems attributed to Amir 
Pazvari are once collected under the supervision of Boris Dorn who 
published them in the two-volume Kanz al-Asrar (St. Petersburg, 1860- 
66). New efforts are underway to recollect and publish the amiris (see 
below). 

From the 19th century we have Nes&b-e tabari, a versed Mazanda- 
rani-Persian dictionary, which follows the example of the Arabic-Per- 
sian Jisdb of Abii Nasr FarahL.5 It is authored by Amir Teymur Qajar 
Saravi, known also as Amir-e Mazandarani, who was patronised by 
the ruler of Mazandaran in the reign of Muhammad Shah. Three ex- 
tant manuscripts of Nesdb-e tabari have been edited, annoted, and pub- 
lished by Sadeq Kia as Vazendme-ye tabari (1947).6 Each of the 853 en- 
tries is followed by Persian forms extracted from classical Persian dic- 
tionaries, then by Pahlavi, Avestan, and, less often, Sogdian parallels, 
when available. 

Geographical Distribution of Mazandarani 

Mazandarani is spoken in a number of towns including Sari, the pro- 
vincial capital, Amol, Babol, Shahi, etc. Most Mazandaranis, however, 
still dwell in a series of loosely-knit villages spread over the Caspian 
littoral. Considerable migration has occurred in modern times from 
the foothills of Alborz into the plains and towns of Mazandaran. This 
demographic change combined with the spread of Persian is gradually 
limiting the use of Mazandarani. A great majority of the population of 
the province (about three million) is bilingual, and in urban centres bi- 
lingualism is giving way to Persian. 

On the other hand, in the last few decades, there have been a 
growing number of literary publications in Mazandarani, mostly po- 
etry, and attempts have been made to collect and publish proverbs, 
idioms and vocabulary of various localities. Since its advent in the late 
1960's, Radio Mazandaran broadcast partly in Mazandarani, as does 
more recently the province's television. Nonetheless, the literary 
awareness paid by Mazandaranis to their language is not as pro- 
nounced as that of their western neighbours in Gilan, and definitely 

5 It appears that more Mazandarani nisdb s survives; 'Allame 1949: 1 OOf. quotes part of a 
nesdb; Najafzade 1996: 15 claims to have seen about twenty of them. 

6 Another edition is published by Mohammad-Kazem Golbabapur as Nesdib-e mdzandardni, 
Babol, 1361/1982. 
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much less than those expressed by the groups with strong ethno-relig- 
ious identities such as the Sunni Kurds and the Baluches. 

The present geographical domain of Mazandarani extends from 
the border of Gilan in the west to the plains of Gorgan in the east. The 
southern border reaches, somewhat unexpectedly, beyond the lofty 
chain of Alborz, to include Firuzkuh and Damavand, and continues 
all the way south to the outskirts of Tehran in Lavasanat, Rudehen, 
etc. The village of Velatru, the dialect of which is recorded by Lamb- 
ton (1938), is located off the Tehran-Chalus highway. On the south- 
east border of Mazandaran, there is a cluster of villages around the 
town of Semnan, namely Sangesar, Sorkhe, Lasgerd, Aftar, and par- 
ticularly Shahmirzad, the dialects of which share significant traits with 
Mazandarani. Moving westward, Mazandarani gradually blends into 
Gilaki. The dialects of the region extending from Tonekabon to 
Kelardasht (historical Ruyan) are transitional between Gilaki and Ma- 
zandarani, and due to differences in forms and vocabulary there is 
limited mutual intelligibility with either Gilaki or Mazandarani. These 
transitional dialects should probably be considered a third separate 
language group of the south Caspian region. 

Therefore, what we call here Mazandarani proper extends roughly 
from Nur in the west to Behshahr in the east. 

Subdialects are generally mutually intelligible, at least in Mazanda- 
ran proper, but none is considered the standard or formal Mazanda- 
rani. Dialectal continuum varies in two directions: east-west (variation 
across the river-valleys) and north-south (lowland vs. highland). Almost 
every locality has its own subdialect, and even neighbouring villages 
may exhibit substantial differences in phonological system (see table 
below). The lexicon, however, is fairly uniform across the province. 

Kan- Velat- Yush Amol Ferim Espivard Sari Hezar- 

Location dalus ru -Shurab jarib 

Jahan Lamb Tahbaz Mahjuri Sotude Borjian Yoshie Shakeri 
-gine ton 1963 1977 1962a 1996 1997 

Source 1988 1938 __ _ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 

sister xa?xer xaxor xaxer xaxer xaxer xaxer 

we amd amow ema ema ema 

white esbe espi ?spi esp/be esbe esbipe espe esplbe 

face dim dim dim dim dim dim 

eyebrows beafa ba~fer beifa berfe/ befre abru berfe 
tear _____ asli _ asfre asli asri _ 

tear asli ari Iasi Iasri 
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weeping berma berma berma berme berme benme berme 

hen kerg kerk kark rk7 ke rk kerk kerk 
bear as as as Os a(r)s xers as 

cat bame'i bamr'i bam'i bame'i bam'i bame/i bame bamr'i 

louse esb _ spJ espic esbj esp/bj espic espiby 

water 0 U: ow 0/u o s(.) u 

water-mill asio asiu asiow asiulo asyo asyolasio asiu asio 

cloud meh meha mia abr mia 

wilow feyk fek fog fik/fek fek fIk fek 

swimming h a m a so hasenu has(e)no 

to come bimuan bbimu- biamuen be mu- biamuenl biamuen 
benu- bemuen 

come! beru berun bers ber 
bemuen 

to say bu:t- baut- baut- baut- 
to eat buard- baxurd- baxerd- baxard- 

to strike bazuan bazuen bazuen bazuen 

to see harsian hare6- harfien har/aen hernaen 

pres. -ma -mme -mme -mbe/ -mbe -mbe 
ending -moze 
1 st pers. sg. 

Mazandarani belongs to the North-Western or Median branch of 
Iranian, and, together with Gilaki, Talishi, and the group of dialects 
around Semnan forms the so-called Caspian Sprachbund (cf. Asatrian 
1995). A system of isoglosses consisting of pre-Mazandarani, the 
predecessor of the dialects around Mazandaran (Semnan excluded), 
pre-Harzandi in Northern Azerbaijan, and Dimli (Zaza) in Eastern 
Anatolia is proposed (Windfuhr 1989: 252; idem in Azami-Windfuhr 
1972: 13-16). 

Due to the profound influence of South-Western Iranian, however, 
many Median characteristics have continued only sporadically in Ma- 
zandarani (Borjian 2003b). In more recent times, the economic pros- 
perity of the province and its geographical proximity to Tehran have 
further intensified the process of persianisation: heavy influx of vo- 
cabulary, significant syntactic imprint (izdfa, prepositions, etc.), and 
even morpheme borrowing. Virtually one-to-one correspondences be- 
tween Mazandarani and Persian are routine (and at times unavoid- 
able): ddtte bime sime (cf. colloquial Pers. dasVte budam miraftam) 'I had 
been going'. One thus gets the incorrect impression that Mazandarani, 
particularly its urban forms, is merely a dialect of Persian. It is in fact a 
mixed language and is becoming increasingly more so. 

7 From Humand 1990. 
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Despite an enormous Persian influence, many native elements have 
resisted persianisation. Mazandarani remains a language of postposi- 
tions with a system of declension for the personal pronouns (Borjian 
2004a). Its verbs contrast those of Persian not only in stems and end- 
ings but also in tenses and moods (cf. Borjian 2004b). The vocabulary 
alone makes Mazandarani mutually unintelligible with respect to Per- 
sian (cf esd 'now', geder 'time', berme 'weeping', dim 'face', vasni 'co-wife', 
kjd 'girl', rikd 'boy', verk 'wolf3, kerk 'hen', teld 'rooster'). In spite of the 
neighbouring Tur'kmen settlements, Turkic direct influence is quite 
minor in Mazandarani. Noteworthy are Russian borrowings, which 
may have taken place during the Russian presence in Mazandaran in 
the 19th century: semesvke 'sunflower seed' (Russ. semecki), simdfur 'fore- 
head' (Russ. semafor 'semaphore, signal-post'), soske 'hair clip' (Russ. 
soska), viaz 'stretching' (Russ. vyaz), prdxud 'ship' (Russ. paraxod), su6ke 
'furnace for drying tobacco' (Russ. susVka), etc. 

Literature Survey 

Bibliographies and Literature Review 
Major bibliographical works are Afshar 1959ff.; idem 1955; idem 
1961 (nos. 4214-4230); idem 1989; Rast 1953; Fehrest 1977 (: 613-619); 
Besharat 1977; Golbon 1977 (: 82-96, on dialects); Nawabi 1987 (: 
595); Ketdbndme 1993; Hashemian 1996; Bdbol 2000 (: 606-617, on lit- 
erature); Naseh 2001; FVT2002 (: 2875-2882); and various issues of 
Abstracta Iranica. 

A general review of the history of research is given by Sokolova- 
Gryunberg (1962: 132-134); Oranskii (1963: 15 1-154); Redard (1970: 
11 lf.). Rastorgueva-Edel'man's (1982) article offers an extensive bibli- 
ography of works on Caspian languages. However, none of these pub- 
lications mention recent fieldwork, i. e. the bulk of the available corpus 
on the language (see below). 

JVineteenth-centuy Studies 
Several European travellers and diplomats collected ethnographic and 
linguistic data from Mazandaran, e.g. James Fraser's (1826) travel 
notes that include precious ethnographical data from Gorgan, Ma- 
zandaran, and Gilan. 

One of the earliest collections of poems belongs to the Polish 
scholar Aleksander Borejko Chodzko (1842, 1852), whose book (1942) 
has a section on Mazandarani including 17 amiri couplets and two 
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popular songs from Rostamabad (: 568-581, with extensive linguistic 
comments) with English translation (: 510-517). 

Another pioneering effort in dialect studies of Mazandaran was by 
Il'ya Nikolaevich Berezin (1853) who offers a grammar (I: 75-99), in- 
cluding the conjugation of 26 irregular verbs (I: 91-95), Mazandarani 
sentences (II: 13-19), popular songs, including couplets and amiris, 
with French translation (II: 57-72), the Persian text of a passage from 
Tuftan al-Bokd with its Mazandarani translation (II: 72-79), and, in vol. 
III: 2-149, a vocabulary of Mazandarani (along with Persian, Gilaki, 
Gabri, and Eastern Kurdish). Berezin includes in his linguistic study 
the works written by Chodzko. It should be noted, however, that the 
lexemes exemplified in these works and many other works of the time 
are of restricted usefulness, chiefly because many of them merely indi- 
cate a slightly deviating pronunciation of Persian words. 

The contribution of Boris Andreevich Dorn to the study of Ma- 
zandarani is substantial. The best known is Kanz al-Asrdr (Dorn 1860- 
66), prepared in collaboration with Mirza Shafi' Mazandarani, and 
consists of the following sections: prose translation from Persian 
(Sa'di's Gulistdn, etc.) to Mazandarani (I: 1-122); on Amir Pazvari (I: 
124-129); amiris, i.e. poems attributed to Amir Pazvari (I: 130-160); 

facetiae (hazlydt) (I: 161-164); Amir's divdn (II: 1-276); ibid. with diacriti- 
cal marks (II: 4888-554). The prose translation from Persian to Tabari 
is full of Persianisms, thus of limited value. But the amiris, in spite of 
poor translation, have lately received considerable attention (see be- 
low). In his other publications, Dorn provides additional Mazandarani 
texts with translation (1865: 1ff., an account of the suppression of Babi 
movement in Mazandaran; 1866), and even more Mazandarani lin- 
guistic materials in his travel report (1862) and in Caspia (1875, on 
Russian raids on Persia), where he pays supplemental attention to Ma- 
zandarani, along with Gilaki, Tati, and Talishi (: 217-220). 

The travel notes, collected for Dorn in 1960-61 by a certain Mirza 
Ebrahim (Safamrnme-ye Astarabad o Mazandaran), contain geographic and 
economic data; comparable are Khanykov's (1866) notes on the social 
life of the province. 

Melgunov, who visited the Caspian provinces twice, in 1858 and 
1860, has two major contributions to the Caspian region that contain 
Mazandarani materials. His essay on the South Caspian provinces 
(1861) received extensive comments from Dorn (1863). Melgunov's 
article (1868) is on the vocabulary of Gilan and Mazandaran, the lat- 

8 Page numbers are skipped from 277 to 487. 
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ter of which has a list of words (: 195-202), vocabulary for local flora 
and fauna (:209-215), and ten short poems including amiris (: 216-218). 
The most valuable of all is the flora, though it is far from being flaw- 
less. 

Jaques de Morgan (1904) includes a list of 877 glosses tabulated for 
seven localities in Mazandaran (Rehne, Barforush, Semnan, Amol, 
Kelarsak, Tonekabon, and Kojur) and two localities in Gilan (Rasht 
and Menare-bazar) (: 200-243), as well as grammatical notes on the 
dialects of Barforush including examples of declension and conjuga- 
tion (: 242-246), and the facsimile, without translation, of two manu- 
script texts written by inhabitants of Barforush in 1889; legendary ac- 
counts of the towns of Amol (5 pp.) and Barforush (9 pp.). 

The first attempt to place Mazandarani within the Iranian linguis- 
tic framework is made by Wilhelm Geiger in the Grundriss (1898-1901), 
where the Caspian dialects (Mazandarani, Gilaki, Talishi, Tati, 
Semnani) are collectively studied from a historical point of view. Not- 
withstanding its groundbreaking nature, the linguistic materials used 
by Geiger came from earlier and generally unreliable works, particu- 
larly those of Dorn, and are brimful of persianisation. However, Gei- 
ger's study has remained to this date the main source of the majority 
of subsequent studies on Mazandarani. Based on this study, Christen- 
sen (1935: 18f.) made a brief comparison of Mazandarani with dialects 
around Semnan. 

Early Twentieth-centugy Travellers and Researchers 
Inostrantsev (1909) wrote on the history of the province. Claude Anet's 
(1924: 64-134) description of his 1909 trip from Tehran-Damavand- 
Barforush (Babol)-Mashhadsar (now Babolsar) to Russian Turkestan 
offers predominantly geographical data. The most notable contribu- 
tion to the study of social life and economy of Mazandaran is that of 
Rabino (esp. 1928), which contains certain linguistic data as well. 

A. K. S. Lambton (1938) has a short chapter on the dialect of Ve- 
latru (: 79-92), a highland village not far away from Tehran. The dia- 
lect, however, belongs to the Mazandarani group. In spite of its brevity 
and lack of phonemic normalisation of the vowels, this work is widely 
used, as a major documentation of a Mazandarani sub-dialect, by later 
scholars (e. g. Rastorgueva-Edel'man 1982; Lecoq 1989). 

Russian Studies on the Language of Mazandaran 
Pakhalina-Sokolova (1957) provide a brief but substantial characteri- 
sation of Mazandarani. 
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Zav'yalova's (1956) study of the phonology of Mazandarani (and 
Gilaki) is the first serious attempt of its kind. Her materials came from 
Berezin (1853), Melgunov (1868), Dorn (1860-66), as well as "two in- 
formants", whose names and origins are not given. Her proposed vo- 
cal phonemes i e a a u o, though not typical of most dialects of Mazan- 
daran proper, have been widely adopted by other researchers as the 
standard vowels of the language. 

Rastorgueva-Edel'man's (1982) chapter in the Osnovy is the most 
extensive Russian study of Mazandarani and Gilaki, to which are 
added the dialects of Shahmirzad and Velatru. Its treatment of Ma- 
zandarani chiefly draws on the materials provided by Dorn, Geiger, 
and Zav'yalova. The section on morphology lacks certain significant 
aspects of the dialect, e. g. the past and present continuous tenses. Al- 
though the methodology is meant to be comparative-historical, key 
characteristics, such as the preverb ha- < *fra-, are not identified. 
Nearly all lexemes treated in detail are rather Persian borrowings. 

japanese Studies of the Dialect of Sdri 
Japanese scholars have published two monographs on the dialect of 
Sari. Tetsuo Nawata's (1982) short monograph in German includes a 
section on morphology, a 180-item vocabulary list, and two short texts 
(the latter of which is a duplicate of the first passage of Dorn's Kanz al- 
Asrdr). The author acknowledges that his work is necessarily incom- 
plete and perhaps faulty, being based on only a few days of fieldwork 
with an informant. Comrie's review (1985) indicates many of its incon- 
sistencies. Another review claims to have identified certain inaccura- 
cies.' 

Satoko Yoshie's (1996) book is more comprehensive and is based 
on the data collected from an articulate but urbane informant. Its 
value lies primarily on the tales, related by the latter (: 54-69, tran- 
scription with English translation), which are perhaps the most exten- 
sive textual materials on Mazandarani prose ever published in a single 
volume other than Kanz al-Asrdr. The grammatical analysis (: 5-52) is 
exclusively synchronic, and not without flaws.10 The vocabulary (72- 
1 10) does not exclude loanwords blended into the extremely Persian- 
ised vernacular of Mazandaran's capital town. 

9 G. Shokri in Farhang, no. 13, Winter 1371/1993: 263-273. The reviewer's remarks, at least 
in part, are not valid, e. g. Nawata is correct in translating meja: to German "von mir" (: 7), that 
is "from me". 

'0 E. g. what the author perceives as the present perfect tense (: 36) is merely a phonetic vari- 
ant. 
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Westem Contribution 
Western interest in the dialect almost ended after Geiger (1898-1901) 
and Lambton (1938).11 Nevertheless, one should mention the impor- 
tant study by Azami-Windfuhr (1972) on Sangesari, a dialect closely 
allied with Mazandarani. Pierre Lecoq (1989) draws a brief compari- 
son (less than 2 pages) among Mazandarani proper, Velatru'i (as by 
Lambton 1938), and Sangesari. In his numerous comparative studies, 
Windfuhr draws data from Mazandarani among other languages 
(e.g. 1989;12 s.v. "Cases" in EIr.). Other works include a thesis by A. 
Sergeant (1978) on the dialect of Babol and two unpublished papers 
by H. A'lam (1969) on the dialect of Sari (transformational approach), 
and by Choksy (in the late 1980s), who summarises Mazandarani 
verbs based on materials collected from Sari in 1969 (by A'lam?); it 
overlooks, however, the important tense of subjunctive pluperfect. 

Despite the growing interest since the mid-20th century in Iranian 
ethnography, few Western studies are published on Mazandaran (cf. 
EIr., s.v. "Anthropology" and "Ethnography"). The only major stud- 
ies are on the changing rural life: Thompson (1976) on peasant mar- 
keting in Mazandaran, and Mir-Hosseini (1986) on modernisation of 
Kelardasht. However, a few more general studies include Mazandaran 
as well. Thompson (1981) obtained his rural data on petty traders 
from Babol. Bazin (1988) investigates the geographical dynamics of 
ethnic and professional groups in Caspian provinces. Bromberger's 
studies (1985, 1986a, 1986b, 1988, 1994) on rural culture of Gilan in 
particular and Caspian region in general furnish data on Mazandaran 
as well. 

Latest Collection of Linguistic Data. 
Extensive collection in situ of Mazandarani materials, including words 
and phrases, proverbs and idioms, poetry and tales, appear mainly in 
Persian publications. One may find dozens of such publications in 
books and magazines, especially since the mid-20th century,'3 as well 
as unpublished materials, in university theses and in the studies by lo- 
cal pundits. 

" Morgenstierne (1955: 173) has only a short passage on Caspian dialects with a mention of 
Mazandarani. 

12 In this valuable article, the statement (: 257) that Mazandarani has preserved the inflec- 
tional passive marked by inherited *-i- (e.g Sangesari e2tende 'he is standing up' vs. eatinde 'he will, 
is going to stand up') is not tenable for Mazandarani proper. 

'3 S. M. Taheri Shehab (2002), who compiled his book in the early 1950s, cites no publica- 
tion in the chapter on Mazandarani-language literature. 
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In lexicography, serious contributions include those of Sotude 
1962a,b ('Aliabad of Ferim and Selyeri'4), idem 1963 (Semnan and its 
villages), Tahbaz 1963 (: 106-115; Yush). The flora of Persia appears 
in Sabeti (1976), which is organised by species rather than by locality. 
Parsa (1979) limits his study of the flora to Northern Persia. 

The remaining lexicographical works may be summarised as fol- 
lows: Mahjuri 1977 (: 131-151, Eastern Mazandaran); Partavi 1979 (: 
159-247, Amol); Jahangiri 1988 (: 190-243 and passim, Kandalus); 
Najafzade 1989; Humand 1990 (: 58-70, Amol; 92-105, Nur and Ko- 
jur); Samadi 1992b (words common to Mazandarani and Gilaki); 
Khorshidian 1994 (: 101-176, Sari); Hejazi 1995; Shokri 1995 (: 158- 
363, Sari); Kalbasi 1997 (: 163-272, Kelardasht); Yazdanpanah 1997 (: 
251-301, Sari?); Nasri et al. 1998 (various locations); Qa'emi 1999 
(Kordkuy); Teymurifar (s. a., Damavand). Additionally, one may find 
glossaries in the unpublished literature, which includes several univer- 
sity theses: Nurian 1962 (Shahi), Dehgan 1989, Haddadi 1994 (Amol), 
Ja'fari 1995 (Savadkuh), Na'imi 1998, Shakeri 1998 (: 79-177; Sayyed- 
kheyl in Hezarjarib), 'Allame 1998 (: 399-420, Tonekabon), Baqerpa- 
sandi 1999 (Tonekabon), Moqaddam (forthcoming), and the manu- 
script of Rostami 1991 (: 75-83, Kordkheyl near Sari). 

Lately, a comparative dictionary of various Mazandarani dialects 
has been published. The first edition (Nasri et al. 1998) ceased after 
one volume (letters d, alef, b). The second edition, in five volumes, 
came under the new title of Farhang-e vaz'egan-e tabari (FVT 2002) with 
the following glossaries: Mazandarani-Persian (: 3-2113), Persian-Ma- 
zandarani (: 2117-2304), by subject (: 2307-2330). The last volume 
contains article on various subjects, including a grammar. The lack of 
methodology and accuracy, however, renders this massive compilation 
of limited usefulness (cf. the review by Mahmudi 2004). 

There are several collections of proverbs, idioms, phrases and ex- 
pressions. Mahjuri's Farhang-e Mdzandardni (1977), published posthu- 
mously (the author died in 1952), has 212 proverbs rendered in Per- 
sian orthography. The author was from Amol or Babol, but materials 
are said to have come from all Eastern Mazandaran. Sotude (1963) 
published 180 Firuzkuhi proverbs. Partavi's Farhang-e 'avdm-e Amol 
(1979) includes 129 idioms and expressions and 764 proverbs. Bina'i's 
collection appeared ca. 2000. The compilation of Rahimian et al. 
(2004) includes some 4,600 items from the Mazandarani-Gilaki dia- 

14 Selyeri is a secret language spoken in several villages around Firuzkuh. Another known 
secret idiom is Kalesi in the district of Amol. 
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lects spoken in the district of Ramsar. Books by Khorshidian 1994 
(Sari); Ma'tufi 1997 (Gorgan); Yazdanpanah 1997 (Shahi?); andJava- 
dian et al 2001 are wholly or mostly dedicated to proverbs and idioms. 
Shorter works include, but certainly not limited to, "Masalha" 1946; 
Fereyduni 1961; Hoseynzade 1964 (: lOOf., Babol); Majidzade 1972a, 
b and 1973, Yusofi 2001 (: 77-106, Savadkuh). 

The largest part of the linguistic corpus of Mazandarani is poems, 
by and large couplets (do-beytis), which are often sang as songs in the 
rice fields across the province (cf. Qorbani 1996). Among them amiris, 
verses attributed to Amir Pazvari, form the most admired literary 
genre, and therefore have received particular attention (for a compre- 
hensive bibliography, see Babol 2000: 608-617). Barzegar (1955) edited 
a section of Dorn's Kanz al-Asrdr (see above). Amiris appear in a 
number of publications, e.g. Najafzade (1996: 149-228, 78 couplets). 
In addition to individual articles on life and style of Amir Pazvari (e. g. 
Basari 1976, Esma'ilpur 1992, Neyestani 1997 and 2001, Kabiri 
2001), at least two collected works have been published: Nasri-Asadi, 
eds. (1997, reviewed by Mohammad Davudi in Farhangkhane 1998: 
270-281), and Farhangkhane (1998, with many repetitions). New 
efforts to collect amin's are reportedly in progress (cf. Sotude 1998). 

Other forms of popular songs have been published more recently. 
Next to the amiris, the most popular genre is the tdleb taleba, lyrical po- 
ems attributed to Taleb of Amol, the renowned 17th-century poet of 
the Indo-Persian school (Basari, 1997). A collection of the tdlebds from 
the districts of Amol and Babol is published in Masnavi-e Tdleb o Zohre 
(Gudarzi, ed., 1997). Another versified story, Manzume-ye Hoz'abr Soltan 
(2000), on the early 20th-century insurgent, comes from several local 
accounts. 

Other known Mazandarani poets of the modern times are Zohre 
Cholavi and Reza Kharati. The latter was from Kojur, lived in the 
late Zandid and early Qajar period, and his poems are partly collected 
and published (in Saffari 1968; 16 couplets in Humand 1990: 76-91; 
also in Mir-'Alinaqi, 1999). Nima Yushij (1947 and 1984; also in Tah- 
baz 1963, Bina'i 1992, etc.), who is widely acknowledged for intro- 
ducing to Persian readers the modern form of poetry, also wrote po- 
ems in his mother tongue. There are many other contemporary poets 
who have published in popular Mazandarani or have introduced their 
own styles. 

All forms of poetry have received relatively wide publication either 
in separate volumes or in periodicals and collections. These include 
Fakhra'i 1928; Hajim 1935; Nikpur 1941 (Shahsavari songs with mu- 
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sical notes); Ahanghd 1944 (songs and music); Mahvand 1946; Shayan 
1947; Nazemi 1947 (Amol and Babol); Tabari 1948 (Savadkuh); 
"Maryam banu" 1950 (song with musical notes); "Do tarane" 1950 
(with musical notes); Zohari 1953; Hejazi 1957 (Savadkuh); Balali 
1957a, b (Sari); Saqafi 1958 (2 songs from Savadkuh); Pishnamaz 1958 
(Babol); Khaza'eli 1960; Zohari 1960; "Do ta yar" 1960 (song with 
musical notes); Basari 1960 (2 couplets); Darvish 1961 (fable from Na- 
ye in Nur); Khavarinezhad 1961 a,b,c, 1962, 1963 (Baboli songs with 
musical notes); Azmude 1962 (2 roba'is and a soddsi); Yazdan-Latif 
1962 (a couplet); Maleki 1962 (Nowruz-khvani); Peyman 1962 (a child 
song for fending the crows off); Golbabapur 1965 (4 couplets); Hejazi 
1965a, b; Janabian 1966a, b; Taheri 1967; Saffari 1968 (short pieces 
from 41 poets, mostly contemporary); Majidzade 1971 a (a poem by 
the author) and 1971b; Mansur 1976; Mahjuri 1977 (: 62-107, 91 cou- 
plets); Partavi 1979 (Amol); Bani-Asadi 1980; Humand 1982; Meh- 
dian 1983; 'Abdoli 1989 (: 233-256, with a glossary: 297-302, villages 
of Tappesar and Abdang in Shirgah; reviewed critically by Samadi 
1992a); Humand 1990 (: 76-91, Nur and Kojur); Samadi 1991 (350 
songs); Qeysari 1992 (62 couplets and a ghazal from Nur and Kojur); 
Zamani 1992; Mobashsheri 1994 (songs and music); Najafzade 1996 (: 
20-145)15; Javadian, ed., 1996; Kiani 1996 (a 171 -line versified story 
(manzume) on the river Sejru in Bandepey, Babol); Musavi 1997; Kabiri 
1998; Heydari 1999 (97 poems, often couplets); Maqsudi 1999 (in- 
cludes poems in the dialect of Shahmirzad); Jalili 1999; Kabiri 2001 
(songs from Sari); Yusofi 2001 (: 108-129, 42 couplets from Savadkuh; 
132-135, lullabies; 138-143, Manzume-ye Taqi o Ma'sume); Babanezhad 
2001 (a versified story of 246 lines on the river Kelaru, plus couplets 
emulating ami7is); Humand 2001 (102 couplets); Elahi 2001 (with a 
few Mazandarani poems); Mohammadi-Kordkheyli 2002 (poems of 
Aqa Mir from Kordkheyl; near Sari). Mazandarani poems also appear 
in the thriving press of the province, such as the weekly newspapers 
Juybdr, Zarxiz, Basir, and Pgyk-e Xazar. 16 

Mazandarani prose, however, is quite rare; few find it worthy to 
put in writing anything but poetry and songs. Likewise, there have 
been few attempts to collect prose materials other than proverbs and 
idioms. Dorn's venture to translate Persian classics into Mazandarani 
proved imitative and almost worthless. Worth-mentioning materials 

15 Many of these poems were formerly published in the "Farhang o mardom" feature of Et- 
teld'dt-e haftegi, since 1986. 

16 The Tehran-based weekly magazine Etteld'dt-e haftegi published in its feature "Farhang o 
mardom" Mazandarani poems and folklore regularly in 1987-90 (Babol: 606-608, 582f.). 
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appear in Balali 1946 (a tale); Yoshie 1996 (tales from Sari); and 
Voskanian 1998 (short tales from Firuzkuh, with glossary). 

Persian Works on the Language 
University attendance in Persia boomed in the last two decades, and 
as a consequence an increasing number of formal theses and quasi- 
academic articles have appeared on Mazandarani, particularly on its 
grammar. These are, of course, at different levels of scholarship, but, 
generally speaking, later Persian works are short of accuracy and 
methodology, and authors often lack a basic knowledge of dialectol- 
ogy. All in all, these works add little to the dialectology of Mazanda- 
ran. 17 

The older publications, however, are somewhat more useful, for 
being free of superfluous linguistic jargons, but especially for the data 
they furnish within the grammar. Ebrahim Mahjuri (1977), for in- 
stance, has a conjugation of 85 verbs, and his treatment of morphol- 
ogy, though brief and amateurish, demonstrates salient features of 
Mazandarani, in contrast to later works that do not differentiate mod- 
ern borrowings from Persian. 

General descriptions of Mazandarani appear in Shayan 1947 (: 
180f.); Barza'i 1965; Baba-'Askari 1971 (: 262-266, Behshahr); Mojta- 
hedzade 1972 (: 36-41, Nur); Sadiq 1973. 

Grammar studies include Teymurifar (s. a., Damavand); Kabiri 
1958; Surtiji 1960 (Sari); Nurian 1962 (Shahi); Dargahi 1966 (verbal 
nouns, Amol); Gorjizade 1969 (verbs, Babol); Sadatian 1971; Kolbadi 
1975 (Sari); idem "Tahlil" (word structure?, Sari); Haji-Mashhadi 
1986; Mashhadi 1986 (Gorgan); Samare 1988 (verb structure, Kelar- 
dasht); Fakhr-Ruhani 1989 (negation, eastern Mazandaran); Humand 
1990 (Amol); Mircheraghi 1990 (Laki dialect of Kelardasht); Shokri 
1990 (verb structure, Sari); Sama'i 1991 (Tonekabon); Sarmast 1992 
(Hasankiadeh) Dargahi 1993 (preterit and imperfect); Kalbasi 1993 
(verbal prefixes, Kelardasht); Aghagolzadeh 1994 (verbal phrases, east- 
ern Mazandaran); Haddadi 1994 (Amol); Velayi 1994 (verb structure, 
Amol); Hamidi 1995 (word formation); Ja'fari 1995 (Savadkuh); Shok- 
ri 1995 (Sari, reviewed by Naghzguy 1996); Surtiji 1996 (bound mor- 
phemes, Sari); Kalbasi 1997 (Kelardasht); Puyanfar 1997 (word for- 
mation); Shakeri 1998 (Seyyedkheyl in Hezarjarib); Bagherpasandi 

17 This general judgment is based on the works seen by this author. There are exceptions, 
e. g. Sadeqi 2000, who, in a review of three publications, gives insightful comments on phonology 
of Mazandarani. He maintains that the vocal system of Mazandarani possesses, in addition to the 
six phonemes it shares with Persian, a central mid-open vowel. 
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1999 (Tonekabon); Musavi 2000 (word formation); Abdi 2002 (causa- 
tive); Shokri 2002a (verb, Sari); Shokri 2002b (verb, Ramsar); Mojibi 
2002 Majidi (word formation); Ahmadinasab 2003 (Sangechal, be- 
tween Babol and Amol). 

Studies have also been made on other subjects. On phonology, in 
addition to its treatment in other works, we have Humand 1990 
(Amol, reviewed by Sadeqi 2000) and Ja'fari-Ahangar 1998 (Shahi). A 
scholarly study is Sadeqi (2000) who reviewed three works. On ety- 
mology we have Hejazi 1993 (mostly folk etymologies); Shamshirian 
1995 (dialect of Surak) and Na'imi 1998. Borbor (1999: 200f.) col- 
lected from the available published works the Mazandarani "redupli- 
cated compounds" such as anj-anj 'setting free, making public', da-dd 
'father', and dim-dim 'very end'. Comparative studies include three uni- 
versity theses on subdialects: Jahangiri 1973 (on the distribution of 
Mazandarani dialects); Dehgan 1989 (comparative glossary); Mo'meni 
1995 (language atlas of the "northern slopes of the central Alborz"). 
Qarib 2004 compares the structure of the perfect and the pluperfect in 
various Mazandarani dialects and Sogdian. Shokri 2000 (the past per- 
fect, Sari and Ramsar), as well as Kalbasi (2002, 2003, 2004), are in- 
accurate, hastily-prepared compilations. 

Persian Ethnography 
Persian works on the ethnography of Mazandaran include valuable 
data. The following monographs written on localities are wholly or 
partly ethnographic: 'Allame 1949 (: 107-129, also: 224-253 on music, 
Amol); Purkarim 1962; Tahbaz 1963 (Yush); Hoseynzade 1964 (Ba- 
bol); Purkarim 1969 (Alasht); idem 1970 (Sama, Chalus highlands); 
Baba-'Askari 1971 (Behshahr); Mojtahedzade 1972 (Nur); Nushin 
1976 (Chalus); Yusofinia 1977 (Lenga of Tonekabon); Partavi 1979 
(Amol); Jahangiri 1988 (Kandalus); Aqajanian 1991; Ahmadi 1994 
(Kojur); Azari 1996 (Nowruzkhvani); Abu'l-Qasemi et al. 1997 (Tone- 
kabon); 'Allame 1998 (Tonekabon); Qa'emi 1999 (Kordkuy); Malek- 
pur 1999 (Kelardasht); Yusofi 2001 (Savadkuh). 

Shorter works include Sotude 1945 (dance-play in forests of Cha- 
lus); Mobashsheri 1958 (music); Nazari 1961 (beliefs); Barza'i 1965; 
Purkarim 1967 (Alasht, in Savadkuh); Purkarim 1968 (feasts of Sama 
in Chalus highlands); Kakvan 1969; A'zami 1970 (beliefs of Sangesar); 
Kandi 1970 (mostly Amol, houses in particular); Majidzade 1972c 
(wrestling); Mirshokrayi 1979 (drama); Payande 1987 (Nowruz in To- 
nekabon); Yazdanpanah 1988 (wrestling); Rostami 1991 (Kordkheyl 
near Sari); Lavanji 1992 (Amol district); Kuhi 1992 (tribes); Dana 
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1994 (raining rites in Tonekabon); Nasri 1995, 1996a,b, and 1997 
(music); Ruhi 2000 (Sari); Borjian 2003a (calendar and festivals of 
Espivard-Shurab district, near Sari). One may also find relevant arti- 
cles in the journal Abdxtar, which began to be published in Sari a few 
years ago. 

Unpublished monographs prepared (often hastily) in the Bureau of 
Cultural Heritage of Mazandaran are: Mallahi-Hasani 1995 (Beh- 
shahr); Mallahi 1998 (Amol); Hasani et al. 2000 (material culture); 
Barzegar 2000 (Sari); Qolipur et al. 1996 (Kojur); idem 2000 (Yush); 
idem 2001a (Savadkuh); idem 200 lb (district of Tonekabon). 

Conclusion 

Despite its large number of speakers, Mazandarani is poorly repre- 
sented in the Iranistic scholarship. Western scholarly works are essen- 
tially based on limited, largely inaccurate, linguistic data collected by 
early European travellers, and neglect the materials published more 
recently in Persia. Kia's Vdzendme remains the single-most important 
study of the dialect, with some etymological attention, but it has not 
been pursued. The diachronic studies in the true sense of the word are 
almost nonexistent, save the early attempt by Geiger in the Grundriss, 
and the Russian works which extend Geiger's but a little. The largest 
manuscript on the language, namely the translation of Maqdmdt al- 
Harifi, remains unpublished. Despite nearly two centuries of explora- 
tion, one may argue that the knowledge of this important Iranian peo- 
ple and language has not been cumulative. 

As to the ethnography of Mazandaran, studies are sparse. Many 
traditions and customs specific to Mazandaran have been lost. Most 
materials collected recently by this author survived only vaguely in the 
people's memories. It is, therefore, hard to exaggerate the significance 
of any future research. 
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Jahangiri, Nader, Barrasi-e te'ddd, towzi' o gostares-e guyeshd-ye rdyej dar 
ostdn-e Mdzandardn [Study of the Number, Distribution, and Ex- 
pansion of the Mazandarani Dialects], M.A. thesis, guided by 
Yad-Allah Samare, Department of Linguistics, University of 
Tehran, 1352/1973. 

Jalali Kandalusi, Farhud, Par Pirar, s. 1., 1378/1999. 
Janabian, Shahrokh, "Yek tarane-ye mazandarani", Soxan 15/4, 1343/ 

1965: 434. 
"Taraneha-yi az Mazandaran", Soxan 16, 1344/1966: 82f. 

Javadian Kutnayi, Mahmud, ed., Jfuj 6avdne), Tehran, 1375/1996. 
Asad-Allah 'Emadi, et al., Zarb-al-masalhd (zabdnzadha) va kendye- 
hd-ye Mdzandaran, vol. 1, Farhangkhane-ye Mazandaran, Teh- 
ran, 1380/2001. 

Kabiri, Gholamreza, "Moxtasar-i dar bab-e dastur-e guyes-e mazan- 
darani", Sdlndme-ye Farhang-e ostdn-e dovvom, 1337/1958: 145-162. 
Teldvang-e titihd va sokufehd-ye sahar, Sari?, 1377/1998. 

, Zamzamehd-i az sahr-e bi-xazdn-e man, Sdri, Sari, 1380/2001. 

Kakvan, Kurosh "Farhang-e mardom-e Saxtsar", Jahdn-e now 22/2, 
1348/1969: 92-96; 22/3: 31. 

Kalbasi, Iran, "Pisvandha-ye tasrifi o esteqaqi dar af'al-e guyes-e ma- 
zandarani-e Kelardast [nflectional and Derivational Prefixes in 
Kelardasti Verbs]", Majalle-ye Zabansendsi 10/1, Spring & Sum- 
mer 1372/1993: 88-105. 
Guyesv-e Keldrda&t (Rudbdrak), Tehran, 1376/1997. 
,"Naqs o ja-ye senase-ye fe'li o zamir-e peyvaste dar guyesha-ye 
Irani", Majalle-ye Zabdns"endsi 17/1, Spring & Summer 1381 / 
2002: 77-102. 
"Nesane-ye estemrar dar lahjeha va guyesha-ye irani", Guyev- 
stendsi 1/1, 1382/2003: 76-97. 
"Gozaste-ye naqli dar lahjeha va guyesha-ye irani", Guyes'-sendsi 
1/2, 1383/2004: 66-89. 

Kandi, M.-Mehdi, JN/azar-i be rustdhd-ye Mdzandardn, s. 1., ca. 1349/ 
1970. 

Kanz al-Asrar > Dorn 1860-66 
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Ketdbndme-ye Mazandardn, Sazman-e barname va budje-ye ostan-e Ma- 
zandaran, 2 vols., 1372/1993. 

Khanykov (Khaniko), N., Memoire sur la partie meridionale de l'Asie cen- 
trale, Paris, 1861. 

A/Iemoire sur 1'ethnographie de la Perse, Paris, 1866: 116-117. 

Khavarinezhad, 'Ali, "Amiri", Muzik-e Irdn 10/2, 1340/196 la: 31. 
, "Akbar Pahlevun", Muzik-e Irdn 10/3, 1340/1961 b: 9. 
, "Naghmeha-ye bumi [tarane-ye Ra'na]", Muzik-e Irdn 10/4, 

1340/1961c. 
"Naghmeha-ye bumi [tarane-ye Siah cemun-e kija]", Muzik-e 
Irdn 10/9, 1340/1962. 
"Kija", Muzik-e Irdn 11 /6, 1342/1963: 15-17. 

Khaza'eli, Mohammad-Reza, "Negah-i be xosusiyat-e she'r o adab-e 
mazandarani", Na?irye-ye Farhang-e Sdri, Xordad 1339/1960: 29- 
33. 

Khorshidian Mianayi, Esma'il, Zarb-al-masalhd va e'teqdddt-e mashur-e 
mdzandardni, Sari, 1373/1994. 

Kia, Sadeq, "Cand vaze az Tarix-e Tabarestan", Soxan 1, 1322- 
23/1943-44: 135-136, 344-346, 440-441, 514. 
"Tarjome-i az Maqamdt-e Hariri be zaban-e tabari", Amuzes o par- 
vares14, 1323/1944: 477f. 
Vdazename-ye tabari, Doctoral dissertation, Department of Linguis- 
tics, University of Tehran, 1323/1944; published as Vazendme-ye 
tabari, Irankude 9, Tehran, 1316 Yazdgerdi = 1326/1947; repr. 
in Univ. of Tehran publ. no. 39, 1327/1948. 
Vdzename-ye gorgani, 2nd ed., Tehran, 1330/1951. 
"Cand vaze [Mazandarani words in Tuhfat al-Mun'minin]", Honar- 
hld-ye zibd-ye kes&ar, annual volume, 1341/1962: 151-161. 
Guyes'-e Afitar, ed. Homadokht Homayun, Tehran, 1371 / 1992. 

Kiani Haji, 'Isa, Sjru: manzume-ye mdzandardni, Babol, 1375/1996. 

Kolbadi, Vasime (Ma'refat), "Tahlil-e sistem-e karvaze dar lahje-ye 
mazandarani", unpublished paper, Archive of Pazuhesgah-e 
'olum-e ensani o motale'at-e farhangi, s. a. 
Guyes-e saravi, Doctoral dissertation, guided by Mansur Ekhtiar, 
Department of Linguistics, University of Tehran, 1354/1975. 

Kuhi, Mostafa, Ldrijdn, Tehran?, 1371/1992. 

Lambton, A. K. S., Three Persian Dialects, London, 1938. 
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Lavanji, Majid, Negares-i joghr4fiy&yi bar Amol: owzd'-e tabi'i, tdrixi, ensani, 
eqtesddi o vaz'yat-e 'omumi-e sahr, Amol, 1371/ 1992. 

Lecoq, Pierre, "Les dialectes caspiens et les dialectes du nord-ouest de 
l'Iran", in CLI, 1989: 296-312. 

Mahjuri, Esma'il, Farhang-e Mdzandarani o masalhd o taranehd, nokdt-e das- 
turi, vazename, Sari, 2536 = 1356/1977. 

Mahjurian Nemari, Bdvarha va bazihd-ye mardom-e Amol, Sari, 1374/ 
1995. 

Mahmudi Bakhtiari, Behruz, [review of FJT 2002], Guyes-sendsi 1/2, 
1383/2004: 112-116. 

Mahvand, Zivar, "Palang o dale [?] (az Mazandaran)", Mardom 1/2, 
1325/1946:52. 

Majidzade, Mohsen, "Folldor-e mazandarani", Kdve (Munich) 9, 1350/ 
1971a: 115-119, 666-668. 
"Taraneha-ye mazandarani", Kdve (Munich) 9, 1350/197 lb: 
748-751. 
"Amsal o hekam-e mazandarani", Kdve (Munich) 10, 1351/ 
1972a: 78-80. 
,"Cistan o loghz dar Mazandaran", Kdve (Munich) 10, 1351 / 
1972b: 378f. 
"Kosti-e luco dar Mazandaran", Kdve (Munich) 10, 1351/ 1972c: 
193-197. 
"Folklor-e mazandarani", K&ve (Munich) 11 / 1, 1352/1973: 24f. 

Maleki, Iraj, "Sorudeha-ye Sasani o taraneha-ye nowruzi", Musiqi 3, 
nos. 62-63, 1340-41/1962: 87-90. 

Malekpur, 'Ali, KeldrdaOt (joghrdfid, tarix o farhang), 2nd ed., Tehran, 
1378/1999. 

Mallahi, Habib-Allah, and Hamid-Reza Hasani, Mardomnegairi-e sahre- 
stdn-e Behs.ahr, unpublished report, Edare-ye koll-e miras-e far- 
hangi-e ostan-e Mazandaran, 1374/1995. 

Mallahi, Habib-Allah, et al., Mardomnegarn-e sahrestdn-e Amol, unpub- 
lished report, Edare-ye koll-e miras-e farhangi-e ostan-e Mazan- 
daran, 1377/1998. 

Mansur, 'Abbas, "Nazar-i be adabiyat-e safahi, folklor [o] taraneha-ye 
'amiane-ye mardom-e Mazandaran", Tal, no. 65, Dey 1355/ 
1977: 44f. 
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Manzume-ye Hoz'abr Solton, hamrdh ba gorares o asndd-e nabard-e Savadkuh, 
1298 o 1300 H.', ed. Zeyn-al-'Abedin Dargahi, Tehran?, 1379/ 
2000. 

Maqsudi (Soha Shamirzadi), Qorbdn- 'Ali, jong-e Maqsud I. Cokdnd, Teh- 
ran, 1378/1999. 

"Maryam banu, tarane-ye 'ammiane" Musiqi 3/44, 1339/1950: 5-6. 

"Masalha-ye mazandarani", Paydm-e now 2/7-8, 1325/1946: 64. 

Mashayekhi, Habib-Allah, Negdh-i hame-suye be Tonekabon, Tehran, 
1380/2001. 

Mashhadi, 'Aziz-Allah, Negdh-i be sdxtemdn-e dasturi-e guyes-e mazandardni 
(mardom-e Gorgan), M.A. thesis, University of Tehran, 1365/ 
1986. 

Ma'tufi, Asad-Allah, Zarb-al-masalhd, kendydt o bdvarhd-ye mardom-e Gor- 
gdn (Estardbdd): baxs-i azfolklor-e mantaqe, Tehran, 1376/1997. 

Mehdian, 'Ali, Pedydr (jangal), ed. Jahangir Nasri Ashrafi, Tehran, 
1362/1983. 

Melgunov, G. V., Zamecan?ya oyuz"nom berege kaspijskago morya [Views on 
the Southern Shores of the Caspian Sea], St. Pertersburg, 1861. 

, Oyuz"nom berege Kaspjnskogo morya, Zap. Imp. AN, St. Pertersburg, 
1863. 

, (Melgounof), "Essai sur les dialectes du Masenderan et du Gui- 
lan, d'apres la prononciation locale", Zeitschift der Deutschen Mor- 
genlandischen Geselaschaft, vol. xxii, 1868: 195-224. 

, Das suidliche Ufer Iaspischen Meeres oder die Jordprovinzen Persiens, 
Leipzig, 1868. Translated into Persian by Mas'ud Golzari as 
Safarnmde-ye Melgunof be savdhel-e jonubi-e daryd-ye Xazar (1858 o 
1860), Tehran, 1364/1985. 

Mir-'Alinaghi, Sayyed 'Ali-Reza, "Xarati, Reza", Dayerat-al-ma'dref-e 
Ta/ayyo'VI, Tehran, 1378/1999: 102. 

Mircheraghi, Sayyed Farhud, Sdxteman-e dasturi-e guyes-e lakiya xajvandi-e 
Keldrda.Vt, Tehran, 1969/1990. 

Mir-Hosseini, Changing Aspects of Economic and Family Structures in Kalar- 
da/t, a District in Northern Iran up to 1978, Ph. D. dissertation, Cam- 
bridge University, 1986. 

Mirshokrayi, Mohammad, "Paygah-e ejtema'i-ye nemayesha-ye 'ami- 
ane dar Mazandaran o Gilan", Honar o mardom 17, 1358/1979, 
no. 193: 52-65. 
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Mirza Ebrahim, Safarndme-ye Astaraiibd o Mdzandardn o Gildn o ..., ed. 
Mas'ud Golzari, Tehran, Bonyad-e Farhang-e Iran ser. no. 238, 
2535/1977. 

Mobasseri, Lotf-Allah, Ahanghd-ye mahalli: tardneha-ye sahel-e Daiya-ye 
Mazandardn, ed. Ruh-Allah Khaleqi, Tehran, 1323/1944. 
"Ahang-e Amiri-e Mazandarani", Musiqi 3, 1336/1958: 71-77. 

Mohammadi-Kordkheyli (Borjian), Maryam, "As'ar-e Aqa-Mir-e Sa- 
dati", Irinsvendsi 14/3, Autumn 2002, 634-644. 

Mojibi, Behruz, "Dasturzaban o masaer", FVT2002: 2593-2872. 

Mojtahedzade, Piruz, Sahrestdn-e Aur, Tehran, 1351 / 1972. 

Mo'meni, Fereshte, Barrasi-e zabans/endxti-e ddmane-ye s/omdli-e Alborz-e 
markazi ba erd'e-ye atlas-e zabdni o moqdyese-ye an ba guyeshd-ye ham- 
sdye [Linguistic study of northern slopes of the central Alborz, 
with a language atlas and comparison with the neighbouring 
dialects], M.A. thesis, guided by Yad-Allah Samare, Depart- 
ment of Linguistics, University of Tehran, 1374/1995. 

Monchi-Zadeh, Davoud, "Contribution to Iranian dialectology: expla- 
nation of verses in Old Tabari", Orientalia Suecana 18, 1969: 163- 
182. 

Moqaddam, Mahindokht, VdZendme-ye mazandardni, Tehran, Farhange- 
stan-e zaban o adab-e farsi, forthcoming. 

Morgan, Jacques de, Mission Scientifique en Perse V. Etudes linguistiques [I.] 
Dialects du Kurds. Langues et dialectes du nord de la Perse, Paris, 1904. 

Morgenstierne, Georg, "Neu-iranische Sprachen", in Bertold Spuler, 
ed., Handbuch der Orientalistik, vol. 1, 4, 1 Erste Abt., IV, i. 
Iranistik: Linguistik, Leiden, 19585: 155-178. 
"Stray Notes on Persian Dialects", Norsk fidsskrift for Sprogviden- 
skap 19, 1960. 

Molla Sheykh 'Ali Gilani, Tirix-e Mdzandardn, ed. Manucehr Sotude, 
Tehran, 1352/1973. 

Muller, Fr., "Beitrage zur Kenntnis der neupersischen Dialekte. I. Ma- 
zandaranischer Dialekt", Stizungsberichte der Wiener Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, Cl. 45 (phil.-hist. KI.), 1864: 267-292. 

Muqaddasi, Ahsan al-taqdsim fi ma'rifat al-aqalim, ed. M. J. de Goeje, 
BGA, Leiden, 1877. 

Musavi Mazandarani, Hasan, Amirihd-ye Nenuz [Amiris by Nenuz, a lo- 
cal poet], Tehran, 1376/1997. 
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Musavi, Sayyed-Yahya, Sdxt-e vaze dar guyes-e mdzandardni, M. A. thesis, 
guided by 'Ali Afkhami, Department of Linguistics, University 
of Tehran, 1379/2000. 

Naghzguy Kohan, M., Review of Guyes'-e Sdri (by G. Shokri), Majalle-ye 
zabansendsi 1 1/ 1, 1373/1994 (published in Nov. 1996): 99- 101. 

Na'imi, Ahmad, Vdzegdn-e guyes'-e mdzandardni o mo'adel-ejfarsi va hata'l- 
emkdn r's'e-ydbi-e haryek [sic!], M. A. thesis, guided by Taqi Vahi- 
dian-Kamyar, Department of Persian Language and Literature, 
University of Mashhad, 1377/1998. 

Najafzade Barforus, Mohammad-Bagher, Vdzename-ye Mdzandardni, 
Tehran, 1368/1989. 
(M. Ruja), ed., Naghmehd-ye mdzandardni, Tehran, 1375/1996. 

Naseh, Mohammad-Amin, Fehrest-e paydnndmehd-ye karsenasi-e arsad o 
doktori dar zamine-ye guyes7Uh-ye Irdn (1339-1379) [A list of Master's 
theses and doctoral dissertations on dialects of Persia (1960- 
1990)], Persian Academy of Language and Litereture, Tehran, 
1380/2001. 

Naser-al-Din Shah Qajar, Ruzndme-ye safar-e Mdzandardn, Tehran, 
2536/1977. 

Nasri Ashrafi, Jahangir, Asds-e muszqz-e sazz o avazi-e Mdzandardn, Teh- 
ran, 1374/1995. 

, Musiqi-e ayini o mazhabi-e do suy-eAlborz, Tehran, 1375/1996a. 
, Musiqi-e Mdzandaran, Tehran, 1375/1996b. 
, Amirihd-ye Nenuz, Tehran, 1376/1997. 
, Hoseyn Samadi, et al., eds., Vdzename-ye Bozorg-e Tabari [Great 

Dictionary of Tabari], vol. 1, Tehran, 1377/1998. 

Nasri Ashrafi, Jahangir, and Tisape Asadi, eds., Amir-e Pdzvari az did- 
gdh-epazvuhes6gardn o montaqeddn, Tehran, 1376/1997. 

Nawabi, M., A Bibliography of Iran VII. Lingistics, Tehran, 1987. 

Nawata, Tetsuo, Mazandarani [of Sari], Asia and African Grammatical 
Manual no. 17, Institute for the study of Languages and Cultu- 
res of Asia and Africa, Tokyo, 1984. 

Nazari, Bozorg, "Mazandaraniha mo'taqedand ke ...", Ketab-e hafte, 
no. 18, 1340?/1961: 164. 

Nazemi, Fakhri, "Dobeytiha-ye amoli o baboli", Jahan-e now 2/11, 
1326/1947, p 237. 

Neyestani, Javad, "Barrasi-e ahval o as'ar-e Amir-e pazvari", JVame-ye 
farhangestdn 3/1, Spring 1376/1997: 80-88. 
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"Amir-e pazvari", Dd'erat al-ma'aref-e bozorg-e esldmi X, 1380/ 
2001: 250-252. 

Niaki, Ja'far, and Purandokht Hoseynzade, eds., Babol-Sahr-e zibd-ye 
Mdzandardn, Babol?, 1379/2000. 

Nikpur, Qasem, "Taraneha-ye farsi", Musiqi 3/6-7, 1320/1941: 1 If. 
Nima Yusij, Hekayat o xdnevdde-ye sarbdz, Tehran, 1326/1947; repr. 

1975 and 1985. 
Majmu'e-ye kamel-e as'dr-e Nimd rus'ip, ed. Sirus Tahbaz, Tehran, 
1373/1994. 

Nurian-Qadikola'i, Iraj, Guyes-e Sahi, B.A. thesis, College of Literature 
and the Humanities, University of Tehran, 1341 / 1962. 

Nushin, Javad, Calus. Owza'-e tdrixi-siasi-eqtesddi o joghrdfit-ye sahrestdn-e 
Calus, Tehran, 2535/1976. 

Oranskii (Oranskij), IosifM., Les langues iraniennes, Paris, 1977. 

Ouseley, W., Travels in various countries of the East, 3 vols., Londres, 1819- 
23. 

Owlia'-Allah Amoli -> Awlia'-Alldh Amuli 

Pakhalina, T. N., and V. S. Sokolova, "Mazenderanskij yazyk", Sovre- 
mennyj'Iran. Spravocnik, Moscow, 1957: 82-88. 

Parsa, Ahmad, Gidhdn-e /omdl-e Irdn, Tehran, 1358/1979?. 

Partavi Amoli, Mehdi, Farhang-e 'avdm-e Amol, Tehran, 1358/1979. 

Payande, Mahmud, "Ayin-e nowruzi dar Aghuzkale-ye Tonekabon", 
Cistd4/10, 1366/1987: 734-737. 

Peyman, 'A., "Hu alala", Ketdb-e hafte, no. 13, 10 Day 1340/1962: 139f. 

Pishnamaz, "Tarane-ye baboli", Soxan 8/10, 1336/1958: 960. 

Purkarim, Hushang, AlIi/t, zddgdh-e Rezd/ah-e kabir, s. 1., 1 348?/ 1969. 
Fasandak, Tehran, 1341/1962. 
, "A1ast", Honar o mardom 6, 1346/1968, no. 65: 30-48. 
"Marasem-e 'eyd-e Nowruz o jasnha-ye bastani dar yeki az deh- 
kadehaye [i. e. Sama in Kojur] Mazandaran", Honar o mardom, 
no. 66, 1347/1969: 19-27. 
"Dehkade-ye Sama", Honar o mardom no. 95, 1349/1970: 31-44; 
no. 98, 1349/1970: 45-56. 

Puyanfar, Fazl-Allah, Barrasi-e farayandhd-ye sdxtvdzi dar guyes-e mdzanda- 
rdni (guyes'-e Bdbol), M.A. thesis, guided by Mehdi Sama'i, Dept. 
of Linguistics, Islamic Azad University, Central Tehran branch, 
1376/1997. 
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Qa'emi, Karim-Allah, and Jamsid Qa'emi, Suremsard: negdh-i be bdld- 
jdde-ye Kordkuy, Tehran?, 1378/1999. 

Qarib, Badr-al-zaman, "Gozaste-te naqli o ba'id-e mota'addi dar 
soghdi va sabahat-e anha ba barxi az guyesha-ye irani-e now", 
Guyesk-sendsi 1/2, 1383/2004: 54-65. 

Qeysari, Jalil, Suldrdeni: sorudehd-ye mdzandardni, Qa'emOahr, 1371/ 
1992. 

Qolipur Kalmarzi, Fateme, et al., Mardoms'endsi-e darre-je Kojur, unpub- 
lished report, Edare-ye koll-e miras-e farhangi-e ostan-e Mazan- 
daran, 1375/1996. 

Qolipur Kalmarzi, Fateme, Ramazan-'Ali Barzegar, Fateme Rezapur 
Sa'adatabadi, and Fariba Ne'mati, Mardomnegari-e sahrestan-e Sa- 
vddkuh, unpublished report, Edare-ye koll-e miras-e farhangi-e 
ostan-e Mazandaran, 1379/2000. 

Qolipur Kalmarzi, Fateme, 'Ali Barzegar, Fariba Ne'mati, and Tahe- 
re Tahmasbi, Mardoms'enasi-e rustd-ye rus. unpublished report, 
Edare-ye koll-e miras-e farhangi-e ostan-e Mazandaran, 1380/ 
2001 a. 

Qolipur Kalmarzi, Fateme, et al., Mardomnegari-e sahrestdn-eTonekdbon, 
unpublished report, Edare-ye koll-e miras-e farhangi-e ostan-e 
Mazandaran, 1380/200 lb. 

Qorbani, Hoseyn, Gunehd-ye s'e'r-e tabari, M.A. Thesis, Danesgah-e 
Azad, Tehran, 1375/1996. 

Rabino, H. L., Mazandaran and Astarabad, London, 1928; repr. Kara- 
chi, 1980. 

Rahimian, Hasan, ed., Farhang-e zabdnzadha-ye Ramsar (Saxtsar), Teh- 
ran, 1383/2004. 

Rast, Nikola, "Fehrest-e ma'axez-e zabanha va lahjeha-ye irani", Far- 
hang-eIrdn-zamin 1/1, 1332/1953: 1-40. 

Rastorgueva, V. S., and D. I. Edel'man, "Prikaspijskie yazyki: gilan- 
skij, mazanderanskij (s dialektami samerzadi i velatru)", in Osno- 
vy iranskogoyazykoznan'ya [III.] ]Novoiranskieyazyki: zapadnaya gruppa, 
prikaspjyskieyazyki [The Fundamentals of Iranian linguistics. New 
Iranian languages: Western group, Caspian languages], Mos- 
cow, 1982: 447-554. 

Redard, Georges, "Other Iranian Languages", in Thomas A. Sebeok, 
ed., Current Trends in Linguistics IV. Linguistics in South West Asia and 
North Africa, The Hague, 1970: 97-135. 
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Reza Shah Pahlavi, Safar-ndme-ye Mdzandardn-e Rezdldh-e kabir, 1305 
f?amsi] 2485 Sdhansahi, Tehran, 1976. 

Rostami, Eshaq ('Isa?), [Kordxeil], unpublished manuscript, ca. 1370/ 
1991, 90 pp. 

Ruhi, 'Abd-Allah, Revayat-e xdterat, Sari, 1379/2000. 
Sabeti, Habib-Allah, Jangalhd, deraxtdn o deraxtcehd-ye Irdn, Sazman-e 

tahqiqat-e kesavarzi o manabe'-e tabi'i, Tehran, 2535/1976. 

Sadatian Juybari, Reza, Lahje-ye Mazandaran. Jehit-e dasturi o mofraddt-e 
lahje-ye mdzandardni, B. A. thesis, College of Persian Language 
and Literature, University of Isfahan, 1350/1971. 

Sadeqi, 'Ali-Ashraf, "Se asar darbare-ye lahje-ye mazandarani [a re- 
view article, "Three Works on Mazandarani Dialect"]", 'A.-A. 
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